Experienced minority firm awarded
Birmingham Airport Security Project
BIRMINGHAM and ATLANTA –
TDC Systems Integration (TDC SI)
was selected by the Birmingham International Airport as a subcontractor to provide the infrastructure including cabling,
conduit and electrical power for systems,
as well as termination of the equipment
for the main terminal, security operations,
parking areas and surrounding air and
land locations. One of the most successful minority contracting firms in the nation, TDC SI is headquartered in Atlanta
and serves clients throughout North and
South America. The multi-million dollar
company provides turnkey systems integration services – including engineering,
design and implementation – for a wide
range of industries with a specialty in aviation. The company’s aviation experience
includes Atlanta, Dallas, New Orleans,
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Boston, Los Angeles, and Columbia.
A HISTORY OF SUCCESS
TDC SI was founded in 1995 by
Antonio Dozier, President/CEO. Since
then, the company has grown exponen
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integrated and meets the highest levels for quality and security.”
FROM THE AIR TO THE
DESK
TDC SI provides complex
technology solutions to a variety of industries. This includes intelligent traffic systems, public safety and facility
build-out services such as installing and
configuring the infrastructure as well as
security, electrical and HVAC systems.
When asked about the company’s success, Dozier says, “TDC SI has
grown over the years because we are
dedicated to ensuring our projects meet
and exceed client expectations. From
the airport, through traffic, to the building, to the desk, TDC SI provides services that ensure complicated systems
will operate efficiently and effectively.”

tially. “There are two critical aspects to
this project,” explained Dozier. “The
first is the need to ensure the highest
level of security and safety for passengers and employees at the Birmingham
Airport. With our experience at other
airports as well as other security projects, TDC SI brings an in-depth understanding of the needs and regulations
affecting a project of this magnitude.”
Mr. Dozier believes TDC SI’s turnkey philosophy and competitive pricing played a key role in the award of
the project. While some companies
are able to offer pieces of the whole,
TDC SI can complete every aspect of
the project, ensuring it is completely
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PROFILE OF A LEADER
The heart of the company is
Antonio Dozier, an accomplished corporate strategist and marketer whose vision
led to the founding of TDC SI. His creative and operations strengths have led
him to be featured as an elite small businessman in his corporate HQ of Cobb
County, a metropolitan Atlanta county.
Mr. Dozier is highly sought out by
CIO’s and CEO’s for his expert advise on a variety of system solutions.
Presently Dozier is focusing on expanding his corporation to include the
DOT and commercial construction
projects. TDC Systems Integration is
currently the only certified minority
DOT prime contractors in the State of
Georgia that provides Intelligent Traffic Systems (ITS) and Traffic Signal
Control System Installations, and he
plans to take that experience to other states throughout the Southeast.

